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Foreword by Dr Jude McCann,
Xxxxx
XxxxxExecutive Officer, FCN
Chief
Transformational changes - such as climate change
Xxxxxx
and significant overhauls in domestic agricultural policy will have long-term and drastic impacts on how farming
in the UK is conducted and businesses operate in the
years and decades to come.

Now more than ever, we need to focus on the future of
our industry – what do we want it to look like? How will the
agricultural landscape adapt and change in the coming
years? Who will be working our farms in the decades
to come?

While this uncertainty is a cause of significant stress for
many, our farm community needs to stay resilient and
consider what it can directly influence while these changes
- many of which are beyond our control - are taking place
around us. Over the coming years we must ask ourselves
some key questions:

There will always be a need for farmers, but the new
shape our industry will take is still a great unknown.

• What can’t be changed but must be addressed head on?
• What are the issues farmers may need support
to overcome?
• Where can they make proactive decisions to reassert
control over the situation?
Reclaiming this control is a significant part of managing
change. Effectively managing change hinges above all on
the industry’s human component, and it is with people
that the capacity for resilience primarily depends.
This places farm support organisations, such as FCN,
front and forward in assisting and guiding those who may
find themselves overwhelmed by the pace of changes and
the pressures experienced, or who may need additional
information and help to know all options available to them
before making decisions.
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We don’t have all the answers, but where FCN can help
is through assisting you in planning for the changes to
come. Our online FarmWell platform has become a vital
resource for farmers across the UK to access useful,
non-biased information to help inform their decision
making and to better develop plans for the future.
Our Time to Plan campaign (2020-21), which has been
developed with the generous input of a wide variety of
experts across our industry, has helped to inform the
content and structure of this booklet. This publication has
been put together using a range of contributions from
the project. Where articles have not been included due
to limitations on space, they are available via our website.
We thank everyone who contributed to Time to Plan for
their time and support. We give special thanks to the NFU
Mutual Charitable Trust, NSF, Westpoint Farm Vets and
Simpkins Edwards for sponsoring this publication.
FCN is helping to create a resilient farming future for the
next generation of farmers. We hope this booklet can
help you in planning ahead for the future of your farm and
support your decision making process.

Foreword by Janatha Stout,
Xxxxx
Xxxxx
Associate
Director, NSF UK Agriculture
Farming is more than a job, and farmers’ livelihoods are
Xxxxxx
increasingly challenged by an unpredictable climate,
volatile market conditions, the impact of Brexit on the
agricultural industry and ever-changing regulations.
However, the last two years have been unprecedented.
The pandemic has and continues to be a real test of our
stamina and resilience.
It’s at times like this when many of these challenges are
beyond our control that dependable relationships become
important. NSF International is passionate about British
farming and cares deeply for the farming community - and
that drives our committed support for FCN.
Farming is facing a mental health epidemic, in which 88%
of farmers under the age of 40 now rank poor mental
health as the biggest problem facing farmers today, an
increase from 82% in 2018. According to the Office
for National Statistics, the pandemic has also seen a
doubling in the number of adults experiencing some form
of depression to one in five adults.

Each year, FCN volunteers help thousands of British
farmers struggling with stress, anxiety, and depression.
They provide support and assist farmers to prepare for
their future, building resilience to navigate the changes
and the challenges ahead.
Effective planning and preparation are the cornerstones
for managing change. The British agricultural industry
is facing its biggest changes since the post-war period.
NSF’s help in ‘Leading You Forward’ and FCN’s FarmWell
resources provide valuable support to help guide farmers
to prepare for the future and remain resilient.
NSF is at the forefront of agricultural innovation and
development through all stages of the food chain. For
more than twenty years we have been protecting the
reputation of brands and products and empowering
the British farming community by ensuring produce is
compliant, safe and quality assured.
We are proud sponsors of FCN, helping to contribute to
the wellbeing and future of British farmers. We are with
you, your customers and consumers, from field to fork.
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Mutual support has never been more
important to protect farming families
Our industry faces an ever-shifting landscape, with
significant changes in Government farm support, the
threat of food imports produced to lower standards than
our own, the impact of the pandemic and the growing
influence of technology all contributing to an overarching
sense of change.
Farmers must be ready to adapt to these changes, taking
a hard look at their businesses and potentially making
tough decisions for the future. This report has been
compiled to support farmers in considering their options,
highlighting a range of expertise and guidance from
across the industry.
It is resources like these that make The Farming
Community Network a vital lifeline for farmers, and one
which NFU Mutual is committed to supporting through its
Charitable Trust. Over the last decade, the NFU Mutual
Charitable Trust has provided £415,000 to help FCN
raise awareness of mental health issues in agriculture and
deliver vital support to farmers and their families.
As a farmer myself, I’m all too aware of how isolation
affects rural communities, particularly during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Loneliness, the strain of juggling home and work, financial
pressures, poor broadband and lack of access to general
amenities are all impacting every inch of farmers’ lives,
leading to feelings of heightened anxiety.
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As the UK’s leading rural insurer, NFU Mutual quickly
saw the new challenges the pandemic was bringing to
farming and rural communities. Recognising the need
for additional support, it pledged an additional £750,000
to the Charitable Trust in 2020, and matched that extra
funding this year as the challenges of Covid-19 continued
in 2021. The donations will build on and add to existing
charitable relationships, supporting national organisations
delivering vital services, reaching the vulnerable and
providing practical and emotional help.
Some of these funds will build charity resilience, enabling
them to continue to operate. Other donations will be
used to support frontline services such as telephone and
email helplines and advice and signposting, to enable our
communities to stay strong during this period of challenge
and change.
NFU Mutual has supported farming communities
throughout its 110-year history and donations through
the Charitable Trust, including support for The Farming
Community Network, are just one of the ways we do that.
To find out more about everything we do to support our
communities, visit https://www.nfumutual.co.uk/aboutus/
responsible-business.
- Jim McLaren MBE,
Chairman, NFU Mutual Charitable Trust
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“Those who fight change the most almost always
struggle the most when it is finally forced on them”
– Doug Avery, The Resilient Farmer
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Section 1 - Managing change
Securing farmers’ resilience in a changing world
Humanity is inherently resilient in the face of change.
Sometimes it isn’t easy, but survive we must, and farmers
are no exception. Farmers face unique pressures. Unlike
most other business operations they are in practice tied
to a specific location and particularly vulnerable to shifts
in weather patterns and climatic conditions.
Consequently, farmers are used to change. They are
adaptable and may make repeated adjustments in their
stock and land management, whether on a daily basis
or over longer periods.
For a farmer, business and home go hand in hand. While
farming has often been explained or interpreted in terms
of its physical resources base, its capacity to survive and
thrive is contingent on the skills, know-how and labour a
farmer and farm family provide.

problem. Another 37% said they would be willing to
speak only to a professional. Older people were less
likely to seek help for themselves than younger people.
A 2021 study conducted by the Farm Safety Foundation
into 450 farmers under the age of 40 found that mental
health issues among farmers and agricultural workers
are of growing concern, which can have a direct impact
on safety on the farm.
In many instances, stress in farming is caused by a lack
of planning, or failure to plan before an issue begins to
crop up. With so much changing around us, we must
take the opportunity to plan ahead and think about the
long-term direction our businesses are heading in.

Family farms have repeatedly demonstrated a capacity
to adapt and survive due to their social structure. Today
it is the pace of change, rather than the change itself,
that is the greatest cause for concern. The stresses on
farmers, farm families and indeed on rural communities
are starkly demonstrated across the UK.
Stress, anxiety, loneliness and depression are already
endemic in many farm households. Research by Rural
Support (2016) identified over 60% of farmers as
experiencing significant stress. Those in debt scored
significantly higher in terms of poor mental health and
wellbeing. In addition, 17% reported that they did not
have anyone they could speak to about a mental health
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Planning for change
When faced with a big project, heavy workload or period
of change, things can seem daunting. In farming, the
need to plan ahead is constant, but we can often find
ourselves focusing on the short-term due to necessity.
Discussions around succession, retirement and the longterm future of the business are rarely easy and can lead
to difficult conversations.
People respond to and manage stress in different ways.
No two people are the same. We all have different
amounts of stress we can carry comfortably before feeling
overwhelmed. Here are some ways you can navigate
through difficult periods, approaching change in a healthy
way and managing stress levels:
1) Don’t panic – most change is a journey
The thought of change can overwhelm us – but the reality
is that most change happens over time, not overnight.
When faced with a new project or responsibility, take a few
deep breaths and don’t let the ‘whatifs’ and the self-doubts
dominate your thinking.
2) Make a plan, but stay flexible
Having a plan is important – it provides some guide rails
and lets you measure how you are doing. But like any game
plan in sport, it will need to adapt as it progresses. A rigid
plan that doesn’t take account of new ideas or changing
circumstances is a bad plan. Getting to your destination is
what counts - the route may change as the plan evolves.
3) Don’t boil the ocean – be ambitious but realistic
It’s easy to have great ideas – the difficult bit is turning them
into action. Many of us will have been involved in projects
that started with huge expectations that were not realistic.
There can always be a phase 2 or 3 but make your initial
goals achievable.
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4) Involve others – but recognize they work differently
Involving others in your plan will shine a light on areas
you may not have thought about. But recognize that
people work in different ways. You may be a great ideas
person who sees all the possibilities. But the detail-oriented
person on your team will not believe your plan until they
see the facts clearly laid out. A strong team has a range
of personality types – welcome them all and embrace
their different approaches, because it will shape a more
robust plan.
5) Recognise your strengths and where you need help
– be honest!
You may think you know everything you need to about a
topic and some of us may feel like we can do everything by
ourselves. But the chances are others will be more skilled in
certain areas. You can own a plan and lead a team without
having to be an expert in everything. And the chances
are that recognising others may have particular skills and
involving them will result in a better plan.
6) Sell the destination – communicate
Securing the full commitment of everyone involved in
a project and providing regular updates and motivation
is important. Keep talking with your team, updating
them on progress and make sure you articulate how
everyone’s activity is contributing to the greater goal you’re
working towards.
7) Review regularly – even if it hurts!
When you are fired up about your plan, it can be painful
to take stock and realise that progress may not be as fast
as you would like. Put a regular date in the diary to review
progress with everyone involved. You may not always have
a lot to report, but it keeps everyone’s mind on the plan.

8) Small steps – avoid earthquakes
A big, transformational plan can seem daunting. But like
many things, when you break it down into smaller steps
it can seem more achievable. People around you will be
more likely to buy into change if they can see the logic and
believe it’s needed and realistic. Communicating an urgency
is sometimes necessary, but scaring people with the scale
or speed of change can be counterproductive. Most people
need time and space to adapt if it’s to be sustainable change.
9) Keep it simple
Try not to over-complicate your plan. You might understand
it, but others may get lost and that will lead to confusion,
disharmony and increased stress. Avoid corporate speak be clear and be yourself.
10) Apply scrutiny to your plans
We can sometimes get so absorbed by our plans and ideas
that we overlook some obvious flaws or questions that will
need to be answered. Think about the awkward questions
a naysayer might ask and contemplate how you would
address them. It will help you to think about the feasibility of
your plans and address, in advance, any weaknesses that
will undoubtedly come to light at some point.
11) Get an honest mentor
When thinking about any big decision, plan or change, it
is valuable to talk it over with someone who will give you
an objective opinion. Select someone who knows enough
about your situation, but is not too closely connected. You
are looking for honest feedback, so don’t pick someone
who will just be nice. Hearing the truth can be painful, but
if it helps you to think harder about aspects of your plan, or
consider things from a different angle, it will be worth it.
12) Celebrate!
Finally, make sure you celebrate the process with those who
have worked with you and provided support. Whatever the
outcome, you will have applied yourself and worked hard.
Take time to recognize what everyone has contributed and
the progress you have made.

GUEST ARTICLE

5) Have a timeline and a budget - both time and money are
limited resources. As you will need to get into the detail at
some stage, I recommend that you break the project up
into sequences or phases. List what physical and financial
resources you need and how long you expect each phase
to take. Be realistic. We all know that things take longer than
expected, never shorter.

Change for the better
Author: Simon Bruce, White Bruce Business Development

If ‘sorry’ seems to be the hardest word, then ‘change’ must
be the hardest thing to do.
We all become so used to our surroundings and the way
things are, that we cannot believe that they can be any
different. And if we do imagine a different state of affairs,
then we can never find the energy or time to make the
changes we would like.
If there is one thing that I would like you to take away from
reading this, it is that you are the master of your own destiny,
and that you have the wherewithal to change those things in
your business life that are no longer working for you.
My experience as a business advisor and accountant for
40 years is that you can either make change happen, or
change gets done to you. You are either driving the car, or
sitting in the back seat getting driven to who knows where.
Which would you prefer to be?
Farming, like every other business, has lots of changes
coming down the line which will affect you. As a responsible
business person, probably with a family to support, you
need to know what the main changes are and how they are
likely to affect your business.
Here are seven simple reminders on how to Change for the
Better. As with most things in life we get better with practice,
so I would encourage you to get started now!
1) Get the big stuff clear in your head first - get clear why you
want to make the change and what you want the change

to look like. If you know where you are heading then you will
not be surprised by how it looks when you arrive. That said,
I urge you to keep a degree of flexibility in your thinking; do
not be obstinate, unpleasant to others, or pig-headed. Bad
reputations are difficult to erase.
2) Talk your ideas through with those you trust - the people
who know you, and especially those that love you, want you
to succeed. They can even see things about your idea that
you cannot. Share your ideas with a small number of people
you trust. That means your family and your professional
advisors. Listen to their advice and comments and amend
your vision if necessary. Their continuing support will sustain
you when the going gets tough.

6) Take the plunge – change is part of the fabric of life.
It gives us a sense of being alive and creative. It can be
enormously rewarding and bring us into contact with people
and situations we had never faced up to before. It can be
a fantastic learning experience. That said, my advice to
anyone jumping into water would be to make sure there are
no rocks just beneath the surface. For many people it is
better to enter the water from the shallow end first to gain
confidence before striking out for the uncharted depths.
7) Look after your health - that is both your physical and
mental health. Change can be very stressful whilst you
adapt. Without good health you will lack a key component
to succeed - your willingness to make it happen.

3) Don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater - successful
change is a process of evolution, not revolution. Too much
change all at once is difficult to manage and too frightening
for those around you to cope with. Build on what you have
so that the most valuable aspects can become better still.
4) Understand what obstacles you are going to have to
overcome - the things that are going to stop you from
succeeding are the obstacles, real or perceived. So when
you begin to put your plans together list them so you can
start to find ways around them. It might be that you have
to talk to other people who have already found suitable
solutions. It may mean creating allies with others who are
trying to do something similar. After looking at a problem
from a number of ways you may decide to find a completely
different route. If you know the risks in your plan at the
beginning you can begin to limit their impact.

Simon Bruce,
White Bruce Business Development
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CASE STUDY

Q&A with Ian Margetts
Farm Manager and the ‘Master of Mint’ for Summerdown

What experience do you have of managing
through change?

Ian Margetts, Summerdown

I have been involved in the growing and producing of
crops for more years than I would like to say! So I have
experienced my fair share of change. Due to the nature
of farming, I feel that every year is a change year when
it comes to managing the weather, commodity prices,
harvest schedules…and that’s before we take into
account our fickle essential oil crops and consumerfacing business.
What did you consider to be the most challenging
aspects of managing through change and how have
you overcome these?
Unexpected change is not usually a pleasant experience.
However, I have tried (not always successfully) to approach
every harvest, every situation and every year with a focus
on having clarity around what we are looking to achieve
and confidence in the plan that we have put in place.
This focus on clarity and confidence removes the need for
certainty in my mind and this has been the most helpful.
Working with arable crops is a constant reminder that
no matter how much you plan, it is just not possible to
control the outcome.
Removing the need for certainty gives me and the team
the flexibility to adapt and respond to the constant
changes that a normal year (if not day!) in farming offers.
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How do you see the changes that our industry faces?
There are ongoing negotiations around what future
trading relationships might look like, coupled with the
move towards ELMs.
However, with change does come the opportunity to
reassess ways of working and to explore possible new
markets. As a farm and consumer business, what has
been re-enforced is the importance of having a clear
understanding of what you value and how you embody
these values. Constantly reminding myself and by
extension, the team, of these values and beliefs allows us
all to ensure we continue to make decisions and operate
from a place of strength.
What tips do you
change successfully?

have

for

managing

Work as a family or team and figure out what you care
about – form your values and ways of working from these
beliefs and ensure they are at the centre of every decision
you make.
Work towards being OK with not being in control and
develop a clear strategy for the coming seasons that you
can have confidence in. It’s also important to regularly
check in with your team members to see how they are
faring - team cohesion and wellbeing is essential to
success here at Summerdown.

“Removing
the need for
certainty gives
me and the team
the flexibility to
adapt and
respond to
constant
changes”

“Farmers need to rise to challenges, tell our own stories…
and be proactive in sharing information about our
production practices and our values… ”
– John, Wisconsin beef farmer
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Section 2 - Preparing for the unexpected
GUEST ARTICLE

Black Swans
Author: Graham Redman, author of the John Nix Farm Management Pocket Book

Most adult swans are white. But not all. You can also get
black swans. We don’t see many of them, but they are more
abundant than most people accept.
The term ‘Black Swan’ is also used to refer to events that
have a small chance of occurring on a particular date, but
when they do happen, affect our lives, businesses and ways
we think, and, in hindsight are more predictable than we had
previously accepted. Examples on a global scale include
Covid-19, unexpected US presidents, Brexit, and going
further back, the global financial meltdown in 2007-8.
We all have our own Black Swans too, and these are the
events that affect us, our lives and our businesses but
perhaps make almost no difference to anybody else. This
could be serious illness, accidents or litigation.
For most of us, the Covid-19 pandemic was a Black Swan.
The UK food and farming industry on the whole provided
a remarkable service throughout the whole pandemic
period, meeting the continued needs of the population,
under the stresses of redirected supply chains with outlets
closing, panic buying, changed consumer habits with
home consumption, derailed export demands, and imports
hampered by delays at ports and other key logistical points
- and of course, many workers off work for various reasons.
Farms have greater resilience than most other businesses,
with largely robust balance sheets, income from various
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streams, determination of family ownership, and lifestyles
entwined within them. The lack of a Plan B on farms can in
some instances raise resilience levels. This might sound odd
but if there is no alternative to farming, the determination
to keep farming increases. Owning a farm and it being a
lifestyle as well as a job can increase resilience further, but
also could lower profits.
Farms can be safe businesses, partly for the above reason.
Many farms are generations old, which not many nonfarming businesses can claim. They have a reliable customer
base – we all need food every day, but can manage without
most other consumer goods for a while. A lot of farms
are also well-financed, even tenant farms. But the farming
sector is also well accustomed to minimal change.
We hear a lot from various people about how we need to
continuously change, but others disagree. Jos de Bloc is
a very successful manager in the Netherlands. He rightly
points out, “the world benefits more from continuity than
from continual change”. And farming has done well from
that motto.
But some things occasionally come along that mean
adjustments are necessary: losing a major supply contract;
fire or accidents; departure of a family member from the
business – indeed the arrival of a family member to it unexpected poor harvests; and consequential debt and
loss of business viability. In fact, there are more unexpected

events that affect our lives than we care to imagine, it’s just
that most don’t do any or too much damage. But we should
think about those things that could happen, even if they are
only once every ten or twenty years, because all the work
done to then could be undone if not prepared for.
Forthcoming policy change may re-adjust the economics
of farming. It is likely to improve the income of some
farms but probably reduce others depending on sectors
and farm systems.
This change might release some Black Swans. Take time
to think about the potential impact of policy change now
and to think about and prepare for change. Let’s use
this time sensibly and plan our businesses to avoid such
negative impacts, so we can continue farming for many
more generations.

Graham Redman
Author of the John Nix Farm Management Pocket Book

GUEST ARTICLE

Family issues in farming
Author: The Revd Canon Barbara Clutton

Family relationships in farming are usually much more
complex than in normal families.
As we are aware many farming families are very close knit
because of working and often living closely together, and
as farmers’ children become young adults there can often
be areas of tension as there is no “escape route” from any
problems if they are both working and living together –
meaning things often escalate much faster.
This is sometimes demonstrated when a member of the
younger generation either wishes to make substantial
changes to the farm business, or sometimes would prefer
to take up a different occupation.
Tensions can also build up when a son or daughter wishes
to marry someone whom the parents deem “not suitable”
as they are from a non-farming background; there can also
sometimes be an issue in traditional families if a member of
the younger generation enters a same-sex relationship.
Divorce can be another major problem in the farming
world when assets need to be divided between
the couple which brings financial pressures, and
can sometimes result in land being sold and units
becoming unviable.
It is not unusual for these family feuds to descend down
generations, with sometimes elderly brothers not speaking
to each other for many years, and farms having to be split
into separate unviable units - and sadly sometimes very
expensive litigation occurring.

Any issues can be further compounded by the high value
that farmers put on their reputation and the fact that the
farming community is very proud and nobody wants to be
seen as a “failure”.
Very often there can be issues following the death of the
main farmer over the will, death duties, and housing - for
example the widow or the son/daughter living in the “main
farmhouse”.
It can be very difficult to attempt to help to sort out family
issues that have become entrenched over years or following
many bitter confrontations.

family ‘a safe space’ to talk, maybe with different
FCN volunteers.
- Signpost to other relevant charities: RABI, Addington
Fund, Forage Aid, Samaritans, Dementia UK and any
relevant local charities. Above all, be aware of any potential
mental health issues.
At FCN we are here to “walk the walk” with families; we can’t
always solve everything, but we can often make the situation
feel a bit better, and help families realise that sometimes they
have to “agree to disagree”, so that they can move forward
in a more constructive way.

FCN can help by being a confidential listening ear to the
whole family, to try and help them get a better perspective
on their issues. We have helped many within the farming
community reach agreements peacefully.
Practical suggestions to address family issues in farming
could include:
- Suggest formal board-style family meetings with minutes
taken and voting for any business changes.
- Seek outside business or financial support.
- Sit round the kitchen table with ‘the wooden spoon’ i.e.
the only person who can speak is the one holding ‘the
spoon’ so each person is given time to be listened to.
- Encouraging ‘time out’ away from the farm can often help
you see things in a better perspective.
- Support the family to plan ahead for the future of the
business. It’s important to give each member of the

The Revd Canon Barbara Clutton
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Developing a Farm Emergency Plan
Author: Stephanie Berkeley, Manager, Farm Safety Foundation (Yellow Wellies)

You can’t predict when an emergency will occur, but you
can be prepared by developing a Farm Emergency Plan.
Planning ahead for hazardous situations - such as injuries,
power cuts or extreme weather conditions - could help
protect your family and minimise the impact on your farming
business. Simply put - the best plan is to have a plan.
What should a Farm Emergency Plan contain?
1. Emergency contacts – This section should outline all
the telephone numbers that may be needed if 999/112 are
not suitable. It would also be helpful to include the telephone
numbers of the local fire service, police station, hospital, GP
practice and vet.

4. Farm information – This will include the name, address
and contact details for the Primary Contact and the owner’s
information if different from the Primary Contact.
5. Farm inventory - Make a list to cover details of the farm’s:
- Livestock - including species, number of animals
- Crops - detailing acres and type, which should be
regularly updated
- Machinery and equipment - including the makes
and models
- Hazardous substances - this is important as it
must include the location and security as well
as a detailed list of all pesticides, fertilizers, fuel,
vet meds and other chemicals.

2. Business contacts – This section can cover important
contacts including insurance provider/agent, NFU branch
manager, equipment dealer, chemical and feed company,
electricity provider, gas company, phone company,
machinery dealer and mechanic.
3. Directions to your farm from the nearest major
road or highway - You can also look up the farm GPS
coordinates and try to think of all the landmarks or other
markers visible by air in case of a response by air ambulance.
A very helpful suggestion would be to include the farm’s
What3Words address which can be communicated easily
to any emergency services.
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Stephanie Berkeley, Manager,
Farm Safety Foundation (Yellow Wellies)
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Losing capacity: the spiralling levels of legal uncertainty
Author: Richard Marshall, Senior Associate with law firm Hay & Kilner LLP

The average age of a farmer in the UK is close to 60.
At a time when many people are considering winding
down to retirement, this is not on the cards for many
farmers approaching 60 who often have no intention of
hanging up their muddy boots any time soon.
With that being said, there is a concern that in an aging
population of farmers there is the possibility that physical
or mental incapacity could strike unexpectedly, leaving
the farmer in a vulnerable position and the farm business
in turmoil.
An often physically debilitating and unforeseeable event like
a stroke, or the onset of Dementia or Alzheimer’s, can leave
you in the unexpected situation of no longer being able to
manage your own affairs.
In such unexpected circumstances, you (or your nearest
and dearest) can be faced with the spiralling levels of legal
issues, such as:
Is anyone else involved with the farm business?
• If you are a sole trader how will the day-to-day management
of the farm continue, who will make decisions and ensure
the business continues?
• If you farm in partnership, is there a partnership agreement
which sets out what happens in the event of physical or
mental incapacity?
• If there is no partnership agreement, can the partnership
continue with an incapacitated farmer?

Who controls the finances of the business?
• Are you the main or only signatory for the business bank
account and, if so, will this now be inaccessible?
• Who can ensure wages and suppliers are paid?
• Can anyone liaise with land agents or the RPA regarding
claims for subsidies or approaches regarding possible
development of the land?
Does anyone else know the ‘ins and outs’ of the
farm business?
• Who knows who your vet is, who your key suppliers or
customers are, where documentation is relating to all of
the regulatory requirements of the farm and such?
Can you continue to live in the farmhouse?
• Who decides whether staying at home or moving into
residential or nursing care is in your best interests?
• If you cannot continue to live in the farmhouse, this may
have implications for Inheritance Tax reliefs that may have
been available on your subsequent death.
• Is anyone aware of the type of medical treatment and
care you would like, or would not like, to receive as the
case may be?
Have you planned for ‘the worst’?
• Does anyone know what your wishes are in relation to
your funeral on your death?
• Have you made a will to ensure your spouse, partner,
children or wider family or friends are provided for?

Aside from the need to review the way in which the farm
business operates and how records are stored and
maintained, there are 2 key things that can be done to preempt these issues and ‘plan for the worst’:
Lasting Powers of Attorney
This is a legal document which allows you to name someone
(referred to as an attorney) to make decisions on your behalf
if you are ever unable to make such decisions yourself.
Will
• Making a will is one of the things people put off the most,
whether it be seen to be tempting fate or a reluctance to
consider one’s own mortality.
• However, it is the legal blueprint for what will happen to
your estate when you die.
• By making a will, it gives you the opportunity to consider
how to provide for those members of the family who farm
and those who do not; how assets can pass to beneficiaries
in the most tax efficient manner; and ultimately give you
peace of mind that everything and everyone will be taken
care of when you are no longer here. As part of this
process you can also review Inheritance Tax reliefs which
may be available on your death and how to structure your
affairs in lifetime to maximise such reliefs.

Richard Marshall, Senior Associate
with law firm Hay & Kilner LLP
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Six questions and answers about Lasting Powers of Attorney
Author: Christine Malseed, rural succession planning expert and accredited facilitator

1) What is a Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA)?
A Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) is a legal document that
lets you (the ‘donor’) appoint one or more people (known
as ‘attorneys’) to help you make decisions or to make
decisions on your behalf. This gives you more control over
what happens to you if you have an accident or an illness
and cannot make your own decisions (you ‘lack mental
capacity’). Putting in place a Lasting Power of Attorney can
give you peace of mind that someone you trust is in charge
of your affairs. If at some time in the future you lack the
mental capacity to make important decisions for yourself, an
LPA will enable someone to make these decisions for you.
2) What does ‘lacking mental capacity’ mean?
Common examples of when a person might lack mental
capacity and are therefore unable to make decisions for
themselves are:
• Dementia
• A mental illness
• A brain injury
3) What is the alternative to a LPA?
If you lose mental capacity without a LPA in place, it will be
necessary for your family to apply to the Court of Protection
to have a deputy appointed to deal with everyday financial
matters. This is a slow and very expensive process, costing
thousands of pounds. If you already have a LPA in place,
this will not be necessary.
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4) What are the different types of LPA?
If you are unable to manage your own affairs, a LPA appoints
one or more people of your choice to do it for you. There are
two types of LPA:

6) How do I set up a Lasting Power of Attorney?
It’s generally recommended that you set up both a personal
welfare LPA and a property and financial affairs LPA at the
same time.

• Personal welfare LPA gives your attorney the power
to make decisions about your daily routine (washing,
dressing, eating), medical care, moving into a care home
and life-sustaining medical treatment. It can only be used
if you are unable to make your own decisions.

Contact the Office of the Public Guardian to get the relevant
forms and an information pack. You can download the forms
or fill them out online. You can fill out the forms yourself, or
with the help of a solicitor or local advice agency.

• Property and financial affairs LPA gives your attorney the
power to make decisions about your money and property,
including managing your bank or building society
accounts, paying bills, collecting your pension or benefits
and, if necessary, selling your home.

The LPA must be registered with the Office of the Public
Guardian before it can be used. There’s a fee of £82 to
register your LPA.

5) Who can be an attorney?
You should appoint someone you trust to act in your best
interests. Your attorney can be a family member or a friend,
although it makes sense to appoint someone who is used
to dealing with your finances, if you are making a property
and financial affairs LPA.
It is a good idea to appoint at least two attorneys. This
way, someone will still be able to look after your affairs if
something happens to one of them.
Christine Malseed, rural succession
planning expert and accredited facilitator

GUEST ARTICLE

Being prepared for TB
Author: Sarah Tomlinson, Westpoint Farm Vets

Bovine TB is a devastating disease for a farm business
but also for the farm team, whether that is paid employees
or family.
I work for the TB Advisory Service (TBAS) and part of my
role is to help farmers reduce the impact a TB breakdown
can have on not just the farm business but the anxiety and
stress of all involved.
By making a plan the impacts TB can have will hopefully
be reduced.
Start by identifying which parts of your business would
be affected by a breakdown. No stock can move off or on
till you have completed your first short interval test, unless
to slaughter.

Have you got sheds or grazing off-farm? Would a Temporary
Land Association (TLA) be useful?
- These allow two units within 10 miles to act as one,
no pre-movement testing between them, but if one unit is
shut down both are.
- Alternatively, a Temporary CPH (TCPH) would mean
two units becoming separate epidemiological herds,
you would need to pre-movement test between them but
if one was shut down the other one would still be able
to trade.
- TLAs make sense for stock that would need to return
to the main holding.
- TCPH make sense for stock that would ultimately leave
for growing on or breeding somewhere else.

Sarah Tomlinson,
Westpoint Farm Vets

Perhaps an isolation unit would be useful?
If you were planning on selling stock to pay some bills, how
would you manage? Maybe you have stock away from
home that need to come back to calve?
There are options, it may mean accepting less money for the
calves and stores if you sell them to an Approved Finishing
Unit (AFU). Could you rear them on and finish them yourself?
What impact would that have on your cash flow?

- A separate facility that stock can be moved into should
a breakdown occur.
- It has to be filled in a six-week period but if the animals
pass two consecutive short interval tests irrespective of
the original herd, they can be sold on as TB free.

“By making a plan the
impacts TB can have will
hopefully be reduced”

All these things will take time and perhaps some physical
changes. Licences need to be applied for, so thinking about
a TB breakdown before it happens may just make it a little
less disastrous or help you avoid one outright.
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“Change is happening, it is not going to be completed
overnight. There is time to work through the implications
of change and the opportunities that may arise for a farming
business. Whilst sounding unnerving to a degree,
everyone is on the same journey of change”
- Richard Wordsworth, NFU Senior Adviser
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Section 3 - Diversification and finance
GUEST ARTICLE

How to get your lender to say ‘yes’
Author: Mark Lord ACIB MBIAC, Berrys

The banking and finance world has changed significantly in
the past decade with many farmers no longer having access
to seeing a Bank Manager face to face or to a specialist
in the sector. If and when you find somebody to look at
your proposal, the first thing the lender will ask for on most
occasions is a plan.
I spent over 20 years as a Regional Agricultural Manager
for a bank before taking early retirement in 2017 and
moving to work as a Business Consultant for Berrys. These
days I support potential borrowers in accessing the most
appropriate finance for their businesses.
Getting a lender to say “yes” can be a challenge despite a
strong asset base as all lenders want to see that the potential
loan can be serviced comfortably as well as being well
secured so they can be sure they are lending responsibly.
So what do you need to cover off when making a proposal
to a lender? This is by no means an exhaustive list – you
may need to provide more or even less detail dependent on
the complexity of your proposal:
Background
Give a brief overview of your business history: what do you
farm? What is the business structure? Have you borrowed
and repaid money successfully in the past?

Purpose
• What do you want the money for? How will spending this
money make a difference to your business?
• What changes will you make to the business as a result of
this spending?

• Ensure the loan repayment term you are asking for is in line
with the life expectancy of any assets being purchased.
• If you are considering an initial period of interest only
borrowing, show the lender that you will be able to cover
the repayments once they include capital.

Amount
• How much is your project costing?
• Are you certain of this amount?
• Have you included all costs and any contingency
for overspending?
• Do you need the funds in one amount or in stages?
• What contribution are you making to the costs in terms
of cash or security you are providing?

Security
• Most lenders will lend up to 60 or 70% of the value of the
security you are able to provide, for example for a loan
of £250,000 the security would need to be worth
around £420,000.
• Lenders are likely to need to have a Professional Valuation
and the Approved Valuer will be somebody they appoint.

Repayment
• This is the really critical part of your plan. A lender will
expect to see your last three years of accounts at least
to show the cash the business is generating and the
cash needs of the business. You may need to produce
forecasts and budgets to show how things will change
in the future. Include some ‘what ifs’ in any forecasts
and budgets.
• Calculate any loan repayments on a higher rate than you
will be paying. With interest rates so low, lenders will want
to ‘stress test’ your ability to service if costs increase to
5.5 or 6%.

Mark Lord ACIB MBIAC,
Berrys
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Q&A with Sam Burge
Fifth generation farmer and FCN volunteer

Sam Burge and family

Please introduce yourself
I am a fifth generation farmer based just outside of
Winchester. Along with my family I have lived and worked
here on Vale Farm for the last fourteen years. Vale Farm
is a mixed and diverse farm where we grow arable
combinable crops, niche crops, herbs, use renewable
energy, have an MOT and service centre, run a small
shoot, offer glamping, rent out other workshops and
offices and run a self-storage service. We also have
32,000 free range laying hens.
Tell us a little about your diversification venture
We have diversified into secure self-storage. Our close
proximity to the city of Winchester has meant that we have
now for over a decade been offering storage solutions to
both businesses and domestic customers in the area.
Starting very small at first with only second-hand storage
units, we now offer a range of different storage unit sizes.
What was the background to you initially looking
into diversification?
We are a relatively small family farm and right from the
beginning I knew that if there was a future for me back on
the farm, there would need to be something else.
How did you decide what diversification venture
to pursue?
The start of diversifying into self-storage for us really
happened by accident and has grown from there.
However, I appreciate this is not standard and most will
stem from ideas and inspiration and years of planning.
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What were your initial objectives?
I knew that we needed something that would not tie me
up full-time as I wanted to farm. I also knew that we had
something that people wanted - space! Even today, one
of the biggest motivations for me is that I have a chance
to leave a diverse but more importantly ‘profitable’ farm to
my children, whatever they wish to do with it!
How did you get started?
I started our self-storage business about fifteen years
ago, when the opportunity came around to purchase two
second-hand shipping containers and then rent them to
a friend who needed some secure accessible storage. I
cleared a small site at the back of our farm buildings that
my father let me use and the number of units kept growing!
How is it going to date?
Some fifteen years on and now living on site - which makes
life a lot easier for me and also very appealing for the customer
- the self-storage has transformed our small family business,
going from 2 to over 500 storage units and now employing a
full-time member of staff responsible for managing all move
ins/outs, sales and enquiries, invoicing and banking.
What has been the most challenging aspect
of the venture?
At first, raising capital to purchase the storage units was
tricky. We are a relatively small farm, and the space was
also at a premium, so I had to be sensible. After not too
long, I had to apply for change of use planning permission
for a building that we then wanted to convert into storage
and this has continued to be a big part of the set-up.

“I knew that
if there was a
future for me
back on the
farm, there
would need to
be something
else”

GUEST ARTICLE

Diversification or distraction?
Author: Sarah Baker, Strategic Insight Manager, AHDB

With the news that Direct Payments will be reduced by
around 50% by 2024, farmers are examining their businesses
to work out how they can fill that funding shortfall.
Diversification would seem one such solution. Renting
out unused farm buildings as office space or workshops,
starting a livery yard or a glamping business, or renovating
an old barn as an events venue may all seem viable ways of
bringing in extra revenue in these challenging times.
However, in the AHDB publication, ‘The Characteristics
of Top Performing Farms’, the characteristics that define
the top 25% of performance in every sector includes
specialisation. So how can this be reconciled with the need
to generate income?

with arable, dairy and beef is a small area for three major
enterprises. However, if that farm was solely a dairy farm,
it would be a reasonable-sized farm and, therefore, benefit
from economies of scale associated with specialisation, as
well as fewer overheads.
Diversification is more complicated. If a business is not
already performing at the top of its particular sector, whilst
increasing income for the business, diversification can
lead to a drop in performance for the farming enterprise.
Undertaking non-agricultural activities can distract from
farm performance.

Data suggests that farms that concentrate on doing one
farming system rather than many tend to be more profitable.
It focuses the mind and prevents distractions. Fewer
enterprises gather fewer overheads. It also makes it easier
to ensure each enterprise is an efficient and optimal size.
Enterprises tend to generate greater overall profit and
return on income as they grow, up to a point. Small farms
can be efficient and successful if they are in proportion
and costs and time are curtailed to meet the enterprise
requirements. Only grow a business once it is operating at a
high performance or the mistakes it contains will also grow.
Specialisation is also an indirect way to increase size. Many
of the size issues are concerned about enterprises rather
than farms per se. For example, a 200-hectare mixed farm

Sarah Baker,
Strategic Insight Manager, AHDB
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existing enterprises in order to ascertain what areas could
be improved or replaced.

Diversification isn’t always an easy fix

Other considerations
When undertaking diversification projects, you may
encounter issues never experienced before such as:

Author: Christine Thompson, Chair of IAgSA

Knowing today’s finances to plan for tomorrow
Diversification has provided many farm businesses with the
opportunity to either replace the loss of other income or
merely to increase the profitability. However, the idea that it
provides an easy “fix” for all your problems is not always true
and it is certainly not for the fainthearted! Outside expertise
and guidance is often the key to a successful diversification
project without putting the existing business at risk.
Some years ago, I was told that you needed three best
friends when running a business: your Accountant, your
Bank Manager and your Solicitor. Feeling comfortable
enough to speak to them with confidence and honesty
enables them to provide the best advice and, whilst that
advice may not always be what you want to hear, it will
prove invaluable when planning your next steps. If you do
not feel comfortable, then that adviser probably isn’t the
right one for you nor the business. Always remember that
giving false or inaccurate information at the offset will always
lead to wrong guidance.
Planning for the future entails knowing where you
stand in the present
So, what financial processes do you have in place at the
present time?
The day to day administration of the business is imperative
to ensure that legislative processes such as the submission
of VAT, Payroll and Tax information are adhered to.
However, systems also have to provide accurate
management information for your own purposes.
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If the above is carried out by either yourself or a member of
your family then ask the following:
• Is the work done at a productive time of day rather than
8pm in the evening after a hard day’s work outside?
• Normal farming businesses reclaim VAT that helps
with cashflow but how much further does your
bookkeeping go?
• Do you carry out bank reconciliations to ensure that the
figures are correct?
• Are you aware of the 5 different VAT categories and their
implications within the farming business?
• Do you fully understand the structure of your accounts
and the terminology used by your accountant?
• Do you know your accurate cost of production taking
into consideration the beneficial elements between
certain enterprises?

Planning - Licencing issues - PR and Marketing Dealing with general public - Paying VAT.
Involving your accountant, bank manager and solicitor is
imperative when planning for the future, whether or not
diversification is involved. Never be afraid of asking for help
or seeking further training opportunities. If a farmer were
to write a CV it would include job roles such as: farmer,
mechanic, veterinary assistant, animal and soil nutritionist,
plumber, electrician, financial controller, human resources
manager – ‘Jack Of All Trades, Master Of None’ springs
to mind!
You get the specialists to fix your tractor so ask the
specialists to help fix your financial affairs.

Then you are in the ideal position to seek good advice about
the future.
You may need further assistance from a fully qualified
administrator with the necessary agricultural knowledge to
help gather this information before taking the next step.
Accountant:
Your accountant may already be undertaking much of the
above work.
They will be able to satisfy all the HMRC requirements
but do ensure that they are also able to provide the
management information such as gross margins on your

Christine Thompson,
Chair of IAgSA
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Preparing the smaller farm for Making Tax Digital
Author: Jo Tope, Partner with Simpkins Edwards LLP

Smaller farms with taxable turnover of less than £85,000 will
be required to keep digital VAT business records and send
returns using MTD-compatible software from April 2022.
MTD has applied to businesses with taxable turnover in
excess of the VAT registration threshold (currently £85,000)
since April 2019 and it is now time for smaller VAT-registered
farms to prepare for the new regime.
It is important to remember that this does not require you to
keep additional records for VAT, but to record them digitally.
Whilst some farms will have to make only minor adjustments
to their existing processes, others will need to make more
significant changes depending on how they currently
maintain their business records.
If it is not reasonable or practical for you to use computers,
software or the internet to follow the rules for Making Tax
Digital for VAT, you can apply for an exemption. However,
the bar for an exemption is set high, with HMRC considering
each application on a case by case basis. You will need
to demonstrate that you have exhausted ‘reasonable and
practical’ options. For example, if an exemption is applied
for on the basis of age, this is unlikely to succeed if there is
a younger partner in the partnership. In practice, nearly all
farms will be brought into MTD.
If you currently use software such as Sage, Xero or
QuickBooks the good news is that these packages will
already be MTD-compliant, or these companies also offer
versions of their software that are compatible.

We would suggest checking with your software provider
that your version is sufficient for MTD ahead of the deadline
and in advance of the requirement to sign up for MTD
with HMRC.
If you maintain records using Excel spreadsheets, this is
acceptable under MTD but you will need to use bridging
software to submit the VAT return to HMRC. Bridging
software has been developed by a number of providers
and your accountants should be able to direct you to a
suitable solution.
We have found many of our clients have used MTD as
a prompt to move from manual records or Excel to
accounting software packages such as QuickBooks or
Xero. One of the advantages of using such software is that
it can store your business receipts and invoices digitally,
so you don’t have to store them physically. As your farm
grows, the software can also help you to track and control
the farm finances and cash flow, helping you to plan for the
unexpected and for the future.
If you operate a manual cashbook this will not be
compliant with MTD and you will need to carefully consider
how best to meet the new requirements. MTD for VAT
can be viewed as an opportunity to plan and budget if it
is considered now, with plenty of time before mandatory
changes, rather than just another compliance hurdle to
burden business owners. Your accountants should be able
to advise you of your options and work with you to find the
best solution for your farm.

Jo Tope,
Partner with Simpkins Edwards LLP

“Your accountants
should be able to
advise you of your
options and work
with you to find the
best solution for
your farm”
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“The path to resilience can be messy and complicated
and unpredictable... but ultimately it’s about getting
to a different place mentally, a place where you have
reached the centre of the labyrinth, and from which
you bravely take steps to take forward in
life as you journey out again”
- The Rt Revd Dr Helen-Ann Hartley
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New agricultural policy
Author: Tom Forshaw, Senior Analyst (Policy) with AHDB

Farmers and growers need to prepare for change. The next
few years are likely to be the most challenging the industry
has seen for over forty years.
‘The Path to Sustainable Farming: An Agricultural Transition
Plan 2021 to 2024’ sets out a range of policy measures that
will come into force over a period of seven years to help
farmers adapt and plan for the future.
Perhaps most significant for many farming businesses will
be confirmation of how Direct Payments will be reduced
over the coming years, with the biggest reductions made to
the higher payment bands.
Further reductions will be applied until the last payments
are made in 2027. Reductions started from the 2021 Basic
Payment Scheme year, with the money released being
used to fund new grants and schemes to boost farmers’
productivity and reward environmental improvements.
The Government has consulted formally on plans to delink
Direct Payments. Delinked payments will entirely replace the
Basic Payment Scheme for all farmers. Progressive reductions
will be applied to each farmer’s total Basic Payment Scheme
payment value, including any young farmer payment.
Looking beyond direct payments to future schemes, more
information on the Environmental Land Management
Scheme is included in the plan.

It consists of three components. Farmers and land managers will
be able to assess which component is best-suited to their land.
• Sustainable Farming Incentive, which will support
approaches to farm husbandry that deliver for the
environment, such as actions to improve soil health,
hedgerows and integrated pest management.
• Local Nature Recovery, which will pay for actions such
as creating, managing or restoring habitats, natural flood
management and species management.
• Landscape Recovery, which will focus on landscape and
ecosystem recovery through projects looking to achieve
large-scale forest and woodland creation, peatland
restoration, or the creation and restoration of coastal
habitats, such as wetlands and salt marsh.
In addition, the Farming Investment scheme is aimed
at improving productivity in agriculture, addressing the
underlying causes by supporting businesses to invest in
equipment, technology, and infrastructure. This will be
structured in two levels:
- Farming Equipment Technology Fund, which will offer
small grants to contribute towards the purchase of a list
of specified items.
- Farming Transformation Fund, which will provide larger
grants towards the cost of more substantial investments
in equipment, technology or infrastructure, with the
potential to transform business performance.

Tom Forshaw,
Senior Analyst (Policy) with AHDB

“The next few years
are likely to be the
most challenging the
industry has seen
for over forty years”
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Q&A with Stephen Dennis
Farmer and FCN Farm Support and Network Manager

Stephen Dennis, farmer and
FCN Farm Support and
Network Manager

Please briefly introduce yourself and your farm
I’m Stephen Dennis, supporting FCN in the South West.
We have a traditional livestock and arable farm of 160
acres, with 100 pedigree and purebred Charolais and
Texel ewes for breeding. 50 rams are sold each year
along with some breeding females. We keep between
60-90 cattle which are sold to a local butcher and the
remainder to an abattoir. We grow maize for a dairy farm
on our arable land and let a unit and yard to a machinery
firm on a lease.
How are you viewing the year ahead?
I am optimistic that the short-term problems will see long
term prosperity for the next generation of farming.
How are you approaching planning for the future?
Traditionally, farmers have carried on doing what they
have always done with little regard to retirement. I have
often asked the question to farmers, “Are you in control of
your business, or is it in control of you?”. It is much easier
to ask the question than answer it!
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We are considering what the future business partnership
set up should be (succession) and how the next
generation farming the land will adapt to the new potential
of a successful farming business. There are many needs
of counsel when looking at succession. Accountants,
solicitors and land agent support is a good start.
What advice would you give to anyone who is feeling
anxious about what lies ahead?
Communication often finds answers and is key to
many of the things we perceive as problems. It would
be easy to feel anxious when we look at the potential of
change but change can really benefit our businesses and
our relationships.
My experience would suggest that talking with someone
you value and have confidence in is a great help!
FCN volunteers are there to walk with you as you look
to find solutions and they can be a help in finding the
options that you might not have known about otherwise.

“Communication
often finds
answers and
is key to many
of the things
we perceive as
problems”

A personal approach to dealing with major change

Farming is changing. That is a recurrent theme throughout
this booklet. Having business resilience will be critical in
learning how to adapt your farm business and progress
through the changes that we are facing in agriculture.
Resilience is a word that we see quite often, particularly in
farming as we face so much change. Having both business
and personal resilience will allow a farmer and the wider farm
business to approach the new schemes and regulations we
will need to familiarise ourselves with in a way that will be
less daunting, giving them the capacity to progress and
work through these changes.
Having business resilience is a great starting point
when approaching change, however progression through
change will be difficult unless personal resilience is also
maintained. This includes maintenance of both your mental
and physical health.
Mental health and physical health
The mind is so important when it comes to farming.
If the mind is not well maintained there are often bigger
consequences out of the person/farmer’s control and even
those around them.
Personal resilience in the farming community is a widely
recognised process of coping with stress and bouncing
back from difficult situations. But really it is the process of
‘bouncing forward’ - you are bouncing forward from those
difficult situations or troubles.
It is important to recognise and relay to farmers that it is
normal to experience difficult times and stress and that there
is help and support readily available for them to overcome
these challenges.

It is also important to embrace change and even points
of failure - everyone will have things go wrong at certain
points in their life or come to a crossroads; these times will
often shake up how you have been living and then allow
you to ‘bounce forward’ stronger. You will then be able to
adapt your environment - learning from experiences and
putting changes in place - so that you won’t come across
those difficult times again as you will know how to deal
with them. The ability to cope well with pressure, adversity
and uncertainty relies on the farmer redeveloping their
behaviours, thoughts and actions.
This proactive thinking links in with the idea of ‘disrupt or
be disrupted’. There will be a shift and change, and
people will push change whether we like it or not. This could
be said for change in support payments, change in policy
and so on. We need to disrupt ourselves before we are
disrupted by others; we need to be prepared for the change
that is coming.
FCN’s FarmWell platform acts as that proactive support
to the farming community in shifting with the changes,
providing guidance on how to develop this resilience
before it is needed. There are clear connections between
your mind and your body, two things which very much
work in sync. Exercise is essential in developing your mental
and physical resilience and wellbeing. This doesn’t require
the need for lifting heavy weights or paying for a gym
membership. It just requires you to move your body.
The main issue around staying fit and farming can often
occur when making enough time in your busy day
to exercise. However, it is important to take a break out
of your day to focus on your mental state, whether that is
through physical exercise or through mindfulness exercise.

Having positive mental health helps you to feel, think and
act in a way that allows you to live a happy and progressive
life. Mental ill-health can be experienced by anyone.
Stress affects us all differently and is also influenced by
social and environmental factors as well as by the level of
support we receive from those around us. There are many
ways you can improve your mental health and wellbeing
which will allow you to feel more positive and gain a sense
of achievement.
Visit FCN’s FarmWell platform for more information:
farmwell.org.uk

“It’s important to
embrace change and
even points of failure these times in your
life will often shake up
how you have been
living and then allow
you to ‘bounce
forward’ stronger”
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“Succession and retirement planning shouldn’t be
something to be feared or seen as getting in the way
of doing ‘real’ farm work. It’s about as real as it gets.
After all, it’s about planning for the continuity
of the family farm”
- Professor Matt Lobley
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Section 5 - Succession and retirement
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The ownership of the farm and the running of the farm as
a business are two different things and there is no need for
one to mirror the other. Sometimes the separation of the
two entities will allow greater flexibility to plan for the future
and meet the aspirations of those members of the family not
directly involved in farming as well as those that are.

Farm ownership and succession
Author: Philip Whitcomb, Partner at Moore Barlow LLP

Farm succession planning
The Moss family are a highly respected local family who
have farmed Manor Farm for the last one hundred and fifty
years. They are just about to embark on the process of
ensuring that the farm and business moves smoothly from
one generation to another. Perhaps wishing to avoid the fate
of one of the neighbouring farms which has just gone onto
the market following family disagreements brought about by
not following a succession plan process.

It’s a continuing process
It is no good agreeing a plan and then forgetting about
it. It needs to be a regular item on the family agenda.
Over time circumstances change. New additions to the
family, marriages, divorces, deaths and other changes all
necessitate a review of the plan. So even if you perceive
that nothing has changed it is important to ensure that the
matter is discussed at regular intervals; ideally yearly and
definitely once every three years.

There have been a number of recent studies which have
shown that farms lacking proper succession planning are
less likely to survive in the future. There can be nothing more
disincentivizing and disengaging for the younger farmer
than not knowing what their parents or grandparents have
in mind and feeling they have no input into the strategic
direction of the business.

Communication and involvement
A smooth transition will be borne out of agreement and
discussion by the core family group. Conversely the lack
of discussion will cause miscommunications between
generations leading to mistrust and ultimately in the worse
cases litigation. The start of any planning should be a family
meeting (sometimes with the use of an external facilitator)
where individual members can express their views on the
family’s goals and ambitions, where everyone is valued and
knows what each member wants for the future.

So what are the key components?
Start early
Think about succession planning early. A good plan allows
you to anticipate and prepare for future events and will
take into account retirement incomes, support for
incoming generations, motivation and off-farm alternatives
for children who do not wish to pursue farming. Hasty
succession planning created under pressure can lead
to family disagreements.

allows for a less emotional and more detached approach
to the decision making process and ensures any planning
does not produce any unforeseen consequences which
may have tax or other implications.

As for the Moss family, they have now had several successful
meetings, engaging all generations of the family and a
plan has been produced with appropriate input from the
professionals. I am confident that Manor Farm will remain a
successful business owned by the Moss family for several
generations to come.
Can you say the same about the farming business you are
involved in?

Involvement of professionals
Though the decisions are for the family to make, it is vital
that professionals – solicitors, accountants and land agents
– are involved at the appropriate stages.
This will ensure that all relevant factors have been taken
into account and it is often possible to bring up options and
ideas that have not been considered by the family. It also

Philip Whitcomb,
Partner at Moore Barlow LLP
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GUEST ARTICLE

Family succession and related issues
Author: Howard Petch CBE, FRAgS

The mechanics of the succession process will need to be
provided by professional accountants, solicitors etc. and in
one sense the provision of this input may be straight forward.
Often the more difficult issue is the family dynamic and the
reticence to engage in meaningful dialogue at an early stage.
Family tensions, inter-family relationships and difficulties in
communication within the family can lead to inertia on this
most vital of issues. Consequently, this issue, so crucial to
the future of the family and business, can be shelved which
may lead to further tension and family division.
Where possible it can be helpful to encourage or in some
cases facilitate this dialogue and listed below are a series of
questions that may prove helpful in this context. The timing
and selection of questions and to who they are directed will
be a matter of judgment in each situation:
• Are you still clear on the reasons you are in business - what
are your main motivators? e.g. make a living, feed the
nation, create wealth, protect the environment, a sense of
achievement, peer recognition, to pass something on to
next generation etc.
• To what extent are various members of the family
motivated by different objectives? To what extent do their
priorities differ?
• Is your family dynamic such that these issues
including succession can be talked about in an open
and honest way?
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• At what stage in the cycle of a family business should
there be an open dialogue on succession? Has this or
will this happen in your case?
• As a family does the business draw you closer together or
increase inter-personal tensions?
• Are you comfortable with your place in the family business
now? Are you aware of any feelings of resentment?
• Are you confident that each member of your family can
and will express openly and honestly their aspirations
about the future of the business?
• Where there are immediate family members not involved
directly in the business, are they able to express their
views about the longer term and the implications of
wills etc.?
• Has your family considered engaging a facilitator to ensure
open discussion on these matters?
• How do you assess the business in terms of ‘fitness for
purpose’ in this post-Brexit world? Are there likely to be
implications for the business and the family as you adjust
to the new structure for agricultural policy?
• If you were not involved in the family business what would
you be doing?
• Have any of these questions caused you a measure
of unease?
• What should be your next steps regarding this process?

Howard Petch CBE, FRAgS

“Family tensions,
inter-family
relationships and
difficulties in
communication within
the family can lead to
inertia around
succession planning”

GUEST ARTICLE

Don’t allow succession to be an unplanned event
Authors: Jo Speed & Laura Teasdale, Kite Consulting LLP

Most farming families have an elephant in the room, whether
it’s death, divorce, debt – or all three. But addressing these
is vital to create a robust succession plan. So how should
farmers go about starting this delicate conversation?
Many farmers tell us that the conversation is too difficult to
have but that shouldn’t stop families from pushing forward
and making the difficult decisions. Delaying or abandoning
the hope of a succession plan threatens the future viability of
the business and the very relationships that families hope to
preserve. If you are finding it difficult to broach the subject,
when is the best time to do so? Having young children may
drive discussion to help them decide what qualifications and
courses they might need to study knowing their succession
routes, so some businesses make plans whilst their children
are younger. Quite often one or two family members feel
succession should be talked about, and it’s up to them to
persuade the others.
If as a family you can gain agreement to get together to
discuss succession then drawing up an agenda of topics
that need to be discussed (via email or text can make this
easier) and a date for a meeting can help progress this.
Some families may be reluctant to attend a meeting or won’t
commit, and as family you need to make the decision either
to plan or run the meeting anyway; or else let individual
members continue to hold back succession planning.

Although it is tempting to hold the meeting around the
kitchen table, it is important to choose a neutral venue, and
it is often best to go off-farm for a day. Consider using or
booking your local village or church hall and take lunch and
refreshments with you; this can help the day run smoothly
and avoid interruptions or members leaving the meeting to
see to a calving etc. It’s also important to ensure someone
else is on the farm whilst the family meeting happens, which
isn’t always easy but will be worthwhile to ensure everyone
is fully involved for the whole meeting.

Sensitive topics such as retirement provisions, divorce,
death and incapacitation should also be discussed. Families
should also consider that at any trigger point, including
marriage and births, people should reassess their wills and
the succession plan, and they should also consider getting
legal documents such as powers of attorney in place at an
early stage.
Succession is very much part of a family’s governance; it’s
all about good communication - and the biggest problems
usually arrive through a lack of communication.

Some family businesses also involve the land agent or
accountant (or meet in their offices so they are on hand) and
have an independent facilitator to ensure everyone gets to
have their say.
Everyone who has an influence on the business (even
indirectly) should be there, including spouses and potentially
their children, so all thoughts and aspirations are shared and
heard by all the family members. Having a person separate
to the business can also help the family stick to the agenda;
agree ground rules for the meeting and also potentially keep
a record of the meeting. If the whole family has their say then
you are more likely to reach an agreement.
Financial details should be clear from the start to facilitate
open and honest discussions (i.e., debt and assets) and
treating ownership of the land and the business as separate
issues helps the family discussion, because the succession
plan can be different for each aspect.

Jo Speed & Laura Teasdale,
Kite Consulting LLP
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GUEST ARTICLE

Top tips for future planning
Author: Camilla James, CLA Senior Taxation Adviser

Succession planning is one area that many farming families
delay in making, whether from fear of confronting the
inevitable, because they are struggling to make decisions
about how to be fair to their children, because there is no
heir apparent or simply because there never seems to be
time to think about it!
Starting the process early will enable the management
of the farm business and the assets to be handed over in
a considered and structured way, although not necessarily
at the same time. Succession planning should be a
business decision, an intrinsic part of the overall planning
for the long-term future of the business or estate, and not
be treated as a separate issue. This does not have to be
done on one certain date or in a rushed manner, but as an
ongoing process with retirement planning a key factor, and,
while tax is important, other considerations should also be
taken into account.
Top 5 considerations:
1) Know the ‘What, Who, How’
Start by identifying what assets you have, who owns
them and how are they being used. Make an accurate
record of all family assets and debts, and not just those
on the farm. How are the property assets being used?
For example, is the land owned by A and farmed by
a farming partnership comprising A and B? Is it let to Y?
Is the land or buildings still in agricultural use enabling it to
qualify for inheritance tax agricultural property relief or has
the use changed?
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2) Is your current business structure the right one?
Consider whether your current business structure is suitable
for long-term business objectives. If you are a sole trader,
could you consider a partnership with family members? If you
already have a family partnership, is there a written agreement
and is it still fit for purpose for a modern farming business? If
there is no partnership agreement then one should be drawn
up immediately. Consider a change in business strategy
such as contracting out or in, share farming or tenancies.

5) Get the right support
Professional support is essential but equally you need
a clear understanding of what you need in order for the
professionals to achieve it.
With the right support and advice, the process can be
an opportunity for both the business and your family.

3) A willing and able successor
For many family farms, younger members may already be
working in the business so it becomes a question of when
the management and assets are to be handed over. This
can be done in stages as they acquire the experience and
skills needed to run the business. It is more difficult to decide
what to do if the younger generation have other aspirations.
While you may want the farm kept in the family, the next
generation may decide to sell it. If you have an unprofitable
operation you may decide you would be better to sell
rather than struggle with the stress of seeking to maintain
it just so the next generation can inherit assets tax-free
and sell for a healthy windfall.
4) Family/business needs and fairness
It is an important part of the succession process to decide
which members of the family will own which assets in the
future. While there is often a desire to be fair and split assets
equally between children, this may be detrimental to the
ongoing business if only one of the children is actively involved
in the farm business. If you start planning early enough, you
may be able to build up assets for non-farming children.

Camilla James, CLA Senior Taxation Adviser

CASE STUDY

Q&A with Matthew and Jenny Read on their
experience of succession
South of England farmers

Matthew and Jenny Read

Please introduce yourselves, your family and
farm business
My name is Matthew Read and I live and farm with my wife
Jenny, two teenage children and assorted dogs, ponies
and horses at Saxley Farm just outside Stockbridge in
Hampshire. I have lived and worked on the farm since
I left agricultural college in 1989. Our business is arable
farming growing a range of combinable crops and as
well as our home farm at Saxley we farm five other farms
which are a mixture of owned, tenanted and contract
farming arrangements. We have also diversified into
renewable energy.
What does the term ‘succession planning’ mean
to you?
Succession planning to me means having a plan in
place that will enable my successor to take over and
run the business in a smooth and orderly manner at
the appropriate time, assuming of course that there is
someone who would like to take it on. As many people
will be aware, farmers never really retire and I was
fortunate that my father was prepared to step back and
let me take over whilst still keeping an eye on things and
handing out advice when required.
Thinking about now, how are you approaching
succession planning?
Although our children are both at school and we are both
relatively young and keen to continue working, we have
started to give some thought to the future of the business.
When making strategic decisions in the business, we
always now try to consider the implications for the future.

We are both very keen to ensure that whoever takes
the business over will first have had the opportunity to
gain experience in other businesses (either agricultural
or outside of agriculture). We are both conscious that
at some point in order to allow a successor into the
business, we would need to step back and allow
someone else to have day to day control, as my father
did for me. Too often this does not happen and the
younger generations get disillusioned and ultimately the
process can begin to fall apart.
What tips would you give to someone who is
thinking about succession planning and not sure
how to start the process?
• Identify a successor – think about who and how it
might work.
• Skills, training – ensure that the successor has the
opportunity to gain relevant experience and skills
required to run the business successfully.
• Communication – make sure that everyone understands
the plan – family members, employees and customers,
bank managers, accountants etc.
• Be prepared – to let go and allow the successor
to make mistakes and learn from them.
• Be flexible – whilst in an ideal world succession takes
place in an ordered and organised time frame, ensure
that a plan is in place in case circumstances (ill health,
accidents etc.) force an earlier than ideal succession.
• Talk – to friends, neighbours, others in a similar situation.
• Get professional advice – as required from solicitors,
accountants, etc. – particularly around tenancies,
business structures and wills.
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“Our farmers are the best in the world and they are
rightly proud of how well they take care of their land,
their livestock and their machinery. The problem is
that they put themselves quite far down the list”
– Stephanie Berkeley, Manager,
Farm Safety Foundation (Yellow Wellies)
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Section 6 - Live well, work well - FarmWell
Managing workplace stress

According to the Labour Force Survey, nearly 18 million
working days were lost in Britain during 2019/20 due to
stress, depression and anxiety. In addition to the cost to
businesses, there is a significant human cost for those
people experiencing stress in their lives and those who work
and live with them.

3) Know your limits
Know when stress becomes a problem for you –
and monitor your safety valve. A bit of stress is ok, but
continual stress is likely to affect your health and wellbeing –
recognize when occasional stress becomes problem stress
and take action.

7) Reframe
Our bodies are designed to treat stress as a threat and
that’s why we can experience physical symptoms when
faced with difficult situations. If we can reframe the threat
as a challenge, it can help us re-interpret the situation to
something that we can deal with.

We all have different tolerances to stress and reactions will
vary. We can manage a bit of stress – in fact, it helps us
stay alert and react at speed when necessary. But when
stress levels rise too far, it can make life miserable and cause
significant harm.

4) Learn to say no
It’s good to help out our colleagues, but recognize when you
are asked to take on things that aren’t your responsibility
and politely decline. It’s hard enough dealing with our
own pressures and if we make ourselves ill, we are less help
to everyone.

8) Talk (and listen)
Having someone you can turn to and talk with at times
of stress is important. They will help you view your worries
from a different perspective. It’s true that a ‘problem shared,
is a problem halved’. Be a good listener too, so you can
help others.

5) Look out for others
There may be times where you’ll sense that colleagues
are having a tough time. We all have a duty to look out for
the people we work with, even if it’s just encouraging them
to talk or letting them know they can if they need to.

9) Recharge
There will be times when you need to step back and take
a break to avoid burnout. It might be a holiday, walking,
reading, fishing...know what it is that will recharge your
battery and make time for it.

6) Go ‘third person’
It is often easier to rationalize someone else’s concerns
over your own. Mentally stepping to one side when
we are stressed and viewing our worries in the third
person can change how we see things and put things in
a new perspective.

10) Set the culture
Farming has had a ‘tough as old boots’ culture – and this
has helped our industry to weather challenging times before.
But this culture can also lead to stigma and people feeling
they can’t speak out. Asking for help needs to be seen as a
strength, not a weakness.

Here are 10 things to help you manage stress in your
daily life...
1) Be prepared
Stress levels can rise when the unexpected happens – as
much as possible manage your daily work schedule to
minimize the surprises that can throw you off course. Think
about contingency planning, because the unexpected will
happen at some point.
2) Take a breath
When stressful moments occur, increasing your oxygen
levels can help. Take a few moments to recognize what is
happening, remind yourself you can cope and re-energise
your system with some deep breaths. Don’t make any rash
or big decisions at moments of high stress.
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Fit for Spring

Spring is a very hectic time for many farmers, with lots to do
and the unpredictability of the weather. It is important that
farmers have the farm business prepared for this busy time,
alongside maintaining their personal wellbeing, setting aside
some time to develop personal resilience.
For the farm business this may be a time to inspect the
condition of the farm and buildings, servicing machinery,
general maintenance, preparing the soil ahead of drilling,
taking care of the admin tasks before things start to get
too busy: invoices, contracts, tax returns etc. Livestock
will be able to spend time outside, giving time to prepare
outbuildings for lambing and calving.
As well as taking care of the farm, taking care of physical
and mental health is just as, if not more, important. Below
are a few ways that personal care can be incorporated into
a busy farming life:
• Keeping active – Taking short breaks to exercise can
refresh both your body and mind; fitting in an exercise
break/dog walk at lunch or in the evening will improve
general productivity levels.
• Make lists – Making a list of jobs by level of importance
can help you focus your time and energy in prioritising
those things that are more urgent. If you are struggling to
cope or tasks are becoming overwhelming, talking to a
colleague, friend or family member may provide support.
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• Mindfulness – Taking time to become aware of the
present moment can help us enjoy the world around us
more and understand ourselves better. Incorporation of
mindfulness into our daily lives will help in coping with
worries and stressors that a farming life can often present,
helping with the feeling of control, support in achieving
goals and providing purpose.
• Take a break - It is important to have down time in a
busy working day to allow you to physically and mentally
recover, positive distractions during breaks can actually
improve productivity. A short time away can help you
come back with a fresh perspective.
• Listen to music/podcasts – Podcasts are a great,
portable way to multitask. Podcasts being audio-based
allows the listener to dive into topics without setting
aside a specific time to focus on that piece. Listening
to music and podcasts have become increasingly
accessible as a multitasking tool, making your time much
more productive.
• Talking – It is important to talk to friends, family members
and neighbours on a regular basis. At times, working on
a farm may become overwhelming; having someone to
talk to about the pressures you may be facing or the
busy periods that may be approaching will ensure there
are people there to support you. There are a host of
online farming forums to help share similar problems with
people in similar situations who may share their solutions
to resolve the issue.

CASE STUDY

Q&A with Ange Harders - when is a disaster not an emergency?
WHS Manager at Safe Ag Systems

Ange Harders, WHS Manager,
Safe Ag Systems

What is the difference between a disaster and
an emergency?
At Safe Ag Systems we define an emergency as an occurrence
in your operation that needs to be dealt with in that instant,
there and then on the spot. Whilst a disaster in agriculture
and farming is often related to Mother Nature, it is not always
environmental. A disaster can happen without resulting in an
emergency. A disaster is the result of a catastrophic event
when there is a lack of resources to cope and your operations
are negatively affected. The reality is that planning for an
emergency or a disaster in farming is pretty much the same
although we document it a bit differently.
How can I prepare for an emergency or disaster before
it occurs?
We understand that you cannot always predict what will
occur in the future, but you can identify and mitigate the risks
with the resources available to you. Think about what could
happen on your farm and create a plan to handle it. As part
of your preparation, you will want to utilise two templates:
an Emergency Management Plan and a Disaster
Management Plan.
Emergency Management Plan
Most businesses should have an Emergency Management
Plan documented as it covers scenarios such as an injury
or medical emergency, biosecurity issues, fires, flooding and
other hazards. In the instance of a medical emergency, such
as a heart attack, machinery accident or chemical poisoning,
you will have a trained first aider on site with a suitable first
aid kit, you will have access to any health action plans for
individuals and a list of emergency contacts.

Once you have completed your Emergency Management
Plan, make sure you test it with your workers so everyone
understands what they need to do. At least annually, set a
reminder to review your plan and make updates based on
service personnel recommendations.
Disaster Management Plan
Your Disaster Management Plan will be similar to Emergency
Management, but you will document it similar to a Risk
Assessment. To minimize the impact of a disaster on your
farming operations, you will want to invest time creating a
Business Continuity Plan (BCP). A BCP guides a business
to think about issues from natural disasters, pandemics,
technology failure, work health and safety, economic and
financial, staffing and suppliers. Yes, believe it or not – planning
for pandemics was a thing prior to 2020. It has been well known
that a pandemic could, and probably would happen someday.
What steps can I take to identify an emergency or
disaster that could affect my farming operations?
To plan for management during an emergency or a disaster,
try using PPRR:
• Prevent (or mitigate) what you can by putting in place
actions to reduce or eliminate the likelihood or effects
of an incident.
• Prepare for what you can’t control – take steps to ensure
an effective response and recovery.
• Respond to contain, control and minimise impacts of
an incident.
• Recovery involves taking steps to minimise disruption
and recovery times after an incident.
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CASE STUDY

Q&A with Ben Eagle
Farmer and Director with Thrive Outdoor

Ben Eagle, farmer and Director,
Thrive Outdoor

Please introduce yourself and Thrive Outdoor
I’m Ben Eagle and I’m a farmer from north Essex as well as a
Director of Thrive Outdoor. I run Thrive with my fellow Directors
Andy Bareham and Stephen Mayzes. Thrive Outdoor is an
outdoors fitness and wellbeing company based on the farm.
We have an 11 acre site which includes an outdoor gym,
bouldering wall, a 750m running track and 16 obstacles
accessible to all ages. In 2019 we launched ‘FarmRunner’ as
a way of getting local people out on the farm at the weekend,
meeting each other and running, jogging or walking a 2.5km
course across the farm. This soon developed into mud run
events and now our bespoke facility on the farm.

What advice would you give to someone wanting to take
the first steps to improve their fitness?
Doing something that you enjoy is the most important thing,
I’d say. There are lots of ways that you can improve your
fitness but doing something that you want to do helps you see
improvement. Keeping motivated is also important and so I’d
also say make sure to do something regularly if you can and get
into a routine. That could be running at a regular time or maybe
even finding a local group that plays a sport such as five-a-side
football, or maybe join a local running group if there is one in
your area. If you’d rather swim, join a swimming club. It’s about
doing what you want to do.

What was your motivation for starting FarmRunner?
FarmRunner was driven by our passion for getting the
community together and for fitness to be accessible for all. I
am a great believer in the connection between good physical
fitness and positive mental wellbeing and FarmRunner was
an easy way of combining both.

How do you think the physical and fitness aspect
to FarmRunner will help to support mental wellbeing?
FarmRunner is partly about community but critically it is also
about encouraging everyone to improve their physical fitness.
As a regular group activity participants can track their own
progress and see their improvement over time. This sense of
positive personal achievement is a boost to mental wellbeing.
Exercise also increases concentrations of norepinephrine that
helps moderate the brain’s response to stress, so there is a real
beneficial impact simply through aerobic activity.

Why is it important for people working on farms to think
about physical fitness?
Better physical fitness results in improved mental wellbeing. I
believe it’s also healthy to have a break from farming when you
can and doing some form of physical exercise. Even simply
going for a walk around the farm and noticing what’s around
you provides a good opportunity for this. Farming requires a
good level of physical fitness too for many tasks and better
physical fitness will make these tasks easier, enabling you to
feel better in the long run.
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Alongside FarmRunner, our ManDown project was born partly
as a way of engaging more men in FarmRunner and partly for
raising awareness of male suicide here in Essex, as we wanted
to do our part in tackling this issue.

Thank You

FCN would like to thank everyone who contributed
to our Time to Plan project (2020-21), which served as
the foundation for this publication. We would especially
like to thank lead sponsors the NFU Mutual Charitable
Trust and NSF and supporting sponsors Westpoint Farm
Vets and Simpkins Edwards. Your support made this
publication possible.
Further articles and information created as part of
Time to Plan can be accessed via FCN’s FarmWell
website: farmwell.org.uk.
If you are supportive of our work and would like to consider
donating to FCN to help us continue supporting farming
families, please visit fcn.org.uk/donate
Editorial team:
Alex Phillimore
Mark Thomas
Eleanor Parton
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Can we help you or someone you know?
Call 03000 111 999
Email help@fcn.org.uk
Follow us on social media
Twitter:
@FCNcharity

Facebook:
@TheFarmingCommunityNetwork

@FCNCymru

@FCNCymru

@FCNFarmWell

@FCNFarmWell

The Farming Community Network
Manor Farm | West Haddon | Northampton | NN6 7AQ
Registered Charity No.1095919
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Instagram:
@fcncharity
LinkedIn:
The Farming Community Network

